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The recent geography education at level of middle and high
school in Korea is facing two inevitable problems. One is the
consistent shrinking of the proper geography territory and
teaching shares whenever revision of the school curriculum has
occurred. The second one is a failure to accommodate un-
ceasingly a new knowledge of regional geography in a rapidly
changing world, and to reflect problem-oriented topics which
are closely related to the Korean national policy and interests
of foreign countries on the school curriculum.
In handling the latter, one major question is, "Exactly what is
the problem with the current teaching of world and regional
geography and in what way can we accommodate new contexts of
regional geography relating to the Korean Nord Politics into
the school curriculum?"
This paper suggests a new division for world and regional
geography based on the concept of a Korea-centric world view,
maximization of national interests and full accommodation of
new knowledge of the changing world applicable to the high
school and college levels considered.
Two major regions, the Korea's Nord Region and the Pacific
Rim Area, and five other sub-regions can be identified as a
proposed unit of study strategically designed for better future
geography education. For the delination of this regional divi-
sion, the paper considers the goal of national interests such as
Korea's Nord Policy, a new pivotal area in terms of economic
and political affairs which will critically influence national de-
velopment in the near future. Additionally the concepts of a
Korea-centric view of the world and the role of Korea within
and among regions is considered.
1. Introduction
Throughout the world, a basic knowledge of the regional geogra-
phy of foreign countries is an essential part of geography teaching
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in all levels of schools. Unfortunately during a few of the last de-
cades many leading nations have failed to maintain the balance of
teaching world regional geography. Thus, in recent years there has
been a movement to recognize the significance of teaching regional
geography and to revive it in the school curriculum (Johnston 1985;
Gardner 1986; Abler 1987).
Korea is not an exception. The recent geography education at the
level of middle and high school in Korea is facing two inevitable
problems. One is the consistent shrinking of the proper geography
territory and teaching shares whenever every revision of the school
curriculum has occurred. This is partially due to a strong trend
toward an integration of all related social subject within the social
studies framework; also and particularly in high school, with there
has been an unfailing movement to add new subjects to the curricu-
lum, and the university entrance examination system has distorted
the teaching of a regular curriculum. Another reason for its losing
ground may came from the fact that we all are responsible for the
lack of effort at making the subject significant and popular in school
teaching. Also there has been a failure to accommodate in the school
curriculum unceasingly a new knowledge of regional geography in a
rapidly changing world, as well as to reflect problem-oriented topics
which are closely related to the national policies and interests in
foreign countries.
In the last 20 years, Korea has become one of the worlds most
rapidly developing nations in fields of both industrialization and
internationalization. Also during the same period over 2 million of
its population have migrated to other promising countries, and near-
ly 500 thousand workers, including businessman and diplomats, are
working in over 140 countries. Besides these substantial changes,
massive travel to many foreign countries and the rapid development
of telecommunication and mass media endlessly provide us with
documentary information of foreign countries. Along these lines of
social change the traditional geographical framework for schools
seems not to be fitted into attracting geography in general any more.
It is time to reform the framework of world regional geography
teaching in the school curriculum and to turn it back on the right
track. Specially we are confronting an urgent need for new under-
standing of the regional geography of socialist countries such as
China, U.S.S.R., and Eastern European Nations since Korea has
launched the Nord Politics.
While handling the latter matters, a major question should be
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raised about exactly what is the problem of current teaching of
world regional geography and in what way can we accommodate new
contexts of regional geography relating to the Korean Nord Politics
into the school curriculum?
First this paper is going to discuss the current situation of
school geography, then the nature of the Nord Politics and its re-
gion. Finally for better future education in geography, I would like
to propose a new division of world regional geography applicable to
high school and college levels.
II. Current Teaching of World Regional Geography m Schools
In all levels of Korean schools, world regional geography exists
as a part of social studies or the independent subjects (Table 1),
even though the depth and details of contents are varied according
to the school age. The major contents of world regional geography
in elementary grades are very brief. Only one chapter out of six in
the 4th grade text for social studies deals with world regional
geography. It divided into two section: one describes mainly the
earth and map, physical environment, and world people, the other
describes regional geography of Japan and China, Southeast Asia,
Middle Asia, Western Europe, U.S.A., Russia, and the world mutual
cooperation. The selection of regions and nations for the main text
follows a few criteria such as "neighbouring countries", "affluent
countries", and "socialist nations."
Even though one chapter is not enough for understanding a whole
world, this introduction of regional geography provides a basic con-
ceptual frame and idea of world geography and the concept of na-
tions in general.
In middle school, for a period of two years only four chapters are
devoted to learning world regional geography, including some detail
sections of systematic geography about human and physical features.
The regional division of the world follows the traditional and
conventional way based on cultural region. In both elementary and
TABLE 1
OUTLINE OF WORLD REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY IN SCHOOLS
Level Grade Hours/Week Division
Elementary 4th 3 Social Studies
Middle School 1st & 3rd yr. 2 Social Studies
High School 1st or 2nd yr. 2 Geography
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middle schools geography is offered as a part of social studies. It
needs further integration work to achieve the goal of social studies
education. Thus, middle schools are suffering in appointments of
subject teachers because current systems of teacher training do not
meet this general demand.
In high school both Korean regional geography and World region-
al geography, which consist of two volumes, are offered as indepen-
dent subjects for a two years period. After basic introduction chap-
ters for physical and human geography, four chapters deal with
major world regions, which are subdivided according to cultural
criteria. The final chapter discusses current problems of society on
the earth. The world regional book contains not only detailed geo-
graphical information on each region and basic concepts of geogra-
phy, but also handless the problem-oriented subjects of the region.
However, for better understanding of world regions, its subdivision
of the world remains the static way of a conventional framework in
which the arrangement and description can not keep abreast of a
dynamic and changing world. It means the repetition of world
geography under the same framework does not attract the student as
a subject of curiosity anymore. Also there is no way with the tradi-
tional framework to introduce new concepts of interdependency and
interconnection created by flows and exchange between and among
nations, in order to understand the region in the global scale.
Overall we are facing the urgent needs of new organization and
expansion of the geography curriculum in both schools and colleges
to better understand the geography of the changing world.
III. Korea's Emerging Nord Politics and Its Regional
Characteristics
Before discussing the reformation of world regional geography, it
is meaningful to review Korea's Nord Politics and its related re-
gional characteristics in general. The review also discusses in what
way the Nord Politics affects the necessity of teaching and research
on this region.
Even though it's not clear when the government has been pro-
visionally launched the Nord Politics, the partial opendoor policy in
specific fields has resulted in a rapid development of the economy in
the early 1980s. However, a great moment to take initiative for
improving ties with the northern socialist countries came just after
when the Seoul city government won the right to host the Summer
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Olympics in 1984. This occasion provided for free entry of athletic
members for the games, but the conceptualization of the Nord Poli-
tics was in the premature stage.
The full-fledged policy came finally at the beginning of the 6th
Republic, when Mr. President Roh proclaimed the Nord Politics in
his UN address in October 1988. Ideas of the Politics include nor-
malization of political relations with socialist countries and bilater-
al cooperation in many fields such as trade, joint ventures, the ex-
ploitation of natural resources, science-technology, and so on.
Since it was launched in 1988, in less than 3 years it has made
the tremendous progress in opening new horizons, including norma-
lization of relations with U.S.S.R., and most Eastern European
Countries, and the establishment of the office of trade promotion
cooperation with China.
Target regions for the Nord Politics include China, U.S.S.R.,
Eastern European Countries and other socialist nations. Over its
long history, Korea has maintained very close relationships with
those countries in terms of political, cultural and economic aspects,
even though the relationships might have been established by force
rather than under Korea control. Geographically, this region com-
prises many common characteristics such as location of the same
continent and sharing almost 3 millions of Koreans who had mi-
grated during the Japanese occupation. Therefore, this region is not
an unfamiliar land for us. However, the Nord Politics has brought
and related a new strong image for the region where the goals of
our national interests might be achieved through political normaliza-
tion. There is no doubt that most Koreans have high confidence that
these regions could be a new frontier for trade, various investments
for joint venture and resource exploitation, and mutual cooperation
in many areas. In other words, business in these regions should be
beneficial to both sides.
Needless speaking, it is natural that the exercise of Nord Politics
absolutely requires the basics of the regional geography on those
region. In spite of this urgent necessities of professional lore for
the region, we are frankly suffering from so deficient in knowledge
of the region. This is a reason why we need to reformation of school
geography education in the near future. The Nord Politics is an
valuable opportunities that can be realistically provided the signifi-
cant meaning and concept of spatial interconnection, complementary
interdependency, interaction and distance in the global scale. Also
due to implementation of the Nord Politics has involved the spatial
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decision making process, the teaching and research of this region
should oriented to the policy-oriented approach as well as the prob-
lem-orientation of region.
The Nord Politics is one of an indication shifting our national
interests from the Pacific Rim. This shifting could be the same
trend of "Geography and California's Educational Reform: One
Approach to a Common Cause" with relation to the interest to the
Pacific Rim (Salter, 1986). With the changing world, to accommo-
date the change of the regional situation should be the prior impor-
tant matter in the future of geography education, and without its
efforts we could not get along the information society.
IV. Urgent Needs for Reformation of Geography Curriculum
It can be argued that the urgent needs for the reformation of
geography teaching in the school and college curriculum are forced
from two directions. As mentioned above, one is the increase of
internationalization through the expansion of trade, cultural ex-
changes, and the overflow of information on the world's nations. The
second is a strong tendency to achieve our national interests in
certain regions. The national interests is obviously served by an
effort at keeping abreast of the rapidly changing world. Yet another
reason is the multinational business cooperation of the advanced
countries. The rise of the Pacific Rim and the EEC is examples of
the formation of regional bloc to maximize their own interests in the
given economic region.
New formation of world regions based on such dynamic changes
absolutely needs to be reflected in the school curriculum. Learning
newly emerged structures of the sub-regions of the world is an
essential part of knowledge for individuals as well as a means of
pursuing indispensable national interests. This sort of knowledge is
only realistic and practical for future society.
Generally, this kind of need to meet urgent efficient geography
education may commonly be shared by those who are concerned with
it. However, there is a very important thing to consider in the
reorganization of world regional geography. That is to follow the
concept of an ethnocentric world view that places Korea at the
center of the world. The concept of the Korea-centric world view
could be one tool to propose in a new framework of world geogra-
phy, and this might be a way in which a learner and teacher could
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become mutually and subjectively involved in discussing the contents
of policy-oriented world regions.
I would like to propose a new division of world regional geogra-
phy based on the concept of a Korea-centric world view, maximiza-
tion of national interests and full accommodation of new knowledge
of the changing world. The new framework in this proposal is li-
mited to the practice at high school and college levels of world
regional geography. For regional division the substantial criteria
include national policies such as the Nord Politics, major new areas
which are increasingly powerful economic and political forces in
world affairs, the remnant to cultural turfs, and the existing econo-
mic blocs such as EEC and OPEC. The other important factor used
for the criteria for world division is the leading role of Korea
within and among the nations which form an interdependent system.
The leading role of Korea is different from region to region. This
role whatever it will be is a key for understanding the interconnec-
tions between regions. Without it, we may repeat taking the same
track of formal geography, which is losing its grounds of justifica-.
tion.
The following Table 2 shows proposed major regions and sub-
regions of the world.
If we consider the rate of world change and the world's stability
in terms of economic and political affairs, at least for the next
decade this framework of regional division will be useful for pro-
moting our regional geography. We should write a curriculum that
encompasses the new frame for regional geography. The geography
curriculum built on established strength in the new regional geogra-
TABLE 2
MAJOR REGIONS AND SUB~REGIONS OF THE WORLD
Region Subdivision Countries
Two Major Region The Nord Politics
Region
The Pacific Rim
Five Sub-Region West Pacific Rim
Middle East
EEC Country
Africa
Others
China, U.S.S.R., Mongolia, Eastern Euro-
pean Countries
U.S.A., Japan, Australia & New Zealand,
Part of Latin America
South East and South Asian Countries
OPEC Countries
Most European Countries
Central and Southern Africa
Part of Latin Countries
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phy may play a major role in really understanding the nature of
geography education. This proposal needs to do further com-
plementary research to meet an operational level of format.
Therefore, an urgent need for better geography education is a full
understanding of where we are in the changing world. In this view
Korea's Nord Politics should be one of the distinguishing national
policies which is stimulating the necessity of a realistic regional
geography teaching and research from now on.
For the early achieving of this educational goal, a extensive field
survey and research program by a group of professionals and
teachers has to be set up immediately. At the same time the joint
research program and scholar-student exchange program have to be
practically established.
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